Hi,

It sounds good. Seeing how different health professionals' activities are tracked and measured seems especially interesting. If your system includes also elements of monitoring quality of care and quality or level of co-operation/integration between doctors, nurses etc. please include it in your presentation too. Regarding prophylaxis and primary care, I assume that you make some attempt to stratify your patients' population, don't you? Part of presentation devoted to risk stratification will be welcomed as well. On practical terms we envisage up to 30 minutes for your presentation.

Have a nice weekend,

---

Hello,

According to your suggestion, we can present our experience about recording and counting medical and administrative procedures for nurses, midwives and medical assistants. We can show our recording and counting system for GP's with connection with salary. Last subject of interest is our system how to force people to prophylaxis on the base of primary care. If it is suits your points of interests please let me know.

All best wishes

---

Centrum Medyczno - Diagnostyczne Sp. z o.o.
Biuro: ul. Kleeberga 2, 08-110 Siedlce
tel.: , fax.: }
Hi,

It's good to know you are willing to come and present.

In the presentation I got from you in Dublin you say that it is your ambition to identify majority of procedures and to make almost every move accountable in your model. Since assessment is the core topic of the Expert Group's work we thought you could show in Paris how you try to fulfil your ambition.

As I said in my previous e-mail integrated care was the subject last year and primary care is now. What is more in 2018 the Group will deal with efficiency which obviously is strongly linked with identifying and measuring what happens in health care. Even though your perspective is the one of provider not the whole system's point of view it surely be interesting for the audience.

As regards practicalities we can cover costs of travel, stay and daily allowances for two people from your side.

Please let me know whether it works for you.

Best regards and have a nice weekend,

From: [User1]@centrum.med.pl
Sent: Tuesday, September 26, 2017 5:55 PM
To: [User2] (SANTE)
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Integrated care - Polish exampleprz

Hello,

Thank you for kind very interesting proposal and it is great distinction for my company. We are focused on integration primary care and nowadays starting pilot program in Poland, granted by NHF and World Bank. We can share our experience in connecting primary care with comprehensive prophylaxis for adult (CV, diabetic, oncology, genetic). Another topic is stratification and planed care about patients with chronic disease. We have elaborated system connection between Primary Care Team (GP, nurses, midwives, dieticians, psychologists) and Specialist Team (cardiologist, neurologist, oncologist, gynecologist etc.). If it is sound for you interesting, we are ready to collaborate. Please let me notice that we are the team and if it would be possible we would like to bring 2-4 people for the meeting.

Thank you again and I looking forward for details

Best wishes
The Unit where I work acts as the Secretariat of the EU Expert Group on Health Systems Performance Assessment. This is why when we met in Dublin in May this year I presented HSPA report on integrated care – one of products of the Group.

The next meeting of the Group will take place on December 7th in Paris, it will be organised in co-operation with the French MoH. Since we start drafting the meeting’s agenda I would like to know if you could come to Paris and present integrated care model you are developing in Siedlce?

This year the Group is focused mainly on primary care but for obvious reasons care integration did not disappear from its radar.

If you are interested and available please let me know. Then we would start arranging the details.

Best regards,

European Commission
DG Health and Food Safety
Unit Healthcare Systems

B232
B-1049 Brussels/Belgium
+32 @ec.europa.eu